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lntroduction and system 
Turbo cqualization has beeu shown to have excellent performance tor magnetic recording 

ciiannels, arid perniits operation at  low signal-to-noise ratios. Soft-output algorithms, such 
as the BCJR or SOVA algorithms, are used as the detector in proposals for turbo equal- 
izatiou. Hawcver, these algorithms arc difficult to irnplenicrit effectively at the bit rates 
and power consumption levels required for hard drives. We consider an implementation 
of the BCJR algorithm where the state metrics are vector quantized, md the operations 
are perforrneti usiiig table lookups. Table lookup operations are efficiently implemented in 
hotli hardware arid software. The proposed algorithm uses off-line computation to generate 
vector quantizers and lookup tables, and the only run-time operations are table lookups. 
Using vector quantiza,tion, the size of the lookup tables can be of reasonable size. Further, 
the compressed representation reduces the required state metric storage. 

We nwime the foilowing partial-responsc system. At, time 1, the channel inputs and out- 
puts are denoted by x t  and ctr respcctively. The inputs are i.i.d. distributed, equiprobable 
zeros arid ones. The itxipulse response of the channel is h(D).  A trellis with M states de- 
scribes the partiahesponse channel. The receiver observes ut = q + T I * :  where nt is AWGN 
with known variance crz. The charmel SNR is Es/,lnr~, where E, is the average power in Q and 
No = 2aZ. The BCJR algorithm is the optimal detector for intersymbol iriterfercnce chan- 
nels with white noise, and it corriputes the soft output Ut = logP[a, = l l y y ]  ~ logP[xt = 
Olg;"]. For each state m and each time t ,  tlic BCJR algorithm recursively cotnputcs forward 
state mctrics A,(rri) and backward state metrics &(m). The state metrics at time t can 
be represented as a vector At = (A,(O), . . . ,A t (M - 1)). In this case, the usual one-step 
forward recursion can be represented as a function f : At+l = f ( A t ,  y t ) .  
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Vector quatitizdioli of state nietries 
In conventioiial implernentations, each statc metric is individually quantized, this is rect- 

angular quantization of vector the At. However, for vector soiirces with correlated cornpo- 
ricnts, siidi as thc BCJR statc metrics, true vector quantization requires fewer quant,iaation 
points than a rectangular quantizer, for some fixed distortion. Further, the overflow tech- 
nique used to avoid rescaling uses BII atiditiond quantization bit per state [I]. 

Consider tlie combination of the even-mark modulation (ERlhl) constraint, and the PR1 
channel ( h ( D )  = I + D ) .  For Viterhi detection or1 the ERIM-PR1 trellis, which bas hf = 3 
states, tight t)ounds oti the reachable space, or  the recurrent region, of the state metrics have 
bcen found [ a ] .  Samples of the BCJR algorithm's statc mctrics alrnost always fall inside the 
Vitcrbi algorithm's recurrent region. The state mctrics are Iiormalized such that At(2) = 0.  
Fig. l-(a) compares thc conventional rectangiilitr quantization scheme to the recurrent 
region; it can easily be seen that most quantization points fall outside of thc rccurrcnt 
region, a i d  thus are tiever used. The vector quantizer shown in Fig. 1-(b), designed using 
a generalized Lloyd alg~ri t~hri ,  is Inore efficient than the coiiventional quatitizer. 

If At aid yt have been quantized to at and rlt, respectively, then the forward recursion 
can be implemcntcd by a look-up table j ~ ,  at+l = f ~ ( a ~ ,  vL); similarly backward quantized 
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Fig. 1. (a) Convcntioird qu~iit ization for EMM-PR.1. (b) Vector quantization fur RMM-PRI. (c) Mcan- 
sqtisred quantization error (d) BER performance, ori PR2 ctriinncl 

state metrics arc Ot. 
conipiited hy lookup table g: Ut = g(ctt, Q, / $ + I ) .  

Finally, the RCJR. algorithm outputs the log likelihood ratio Ut ,  

Method for higher-order chaiinel 
The above method is direct, and 11m a comulcxitv of three table-lookup operations pcr . "  . -  

t i t .  As the riuinber of trellis states increw+ the lookup table size also increases. We &e 
that  the table lookup algorithm can operate on subtrellises of the original partial-response 
trcllis, using srrialler tables. If the trellis is partitioncd into two sub-trelllies, the ttlgorithm 
can be irnplernented with twelve table opcratioiis per bit. 

Simiilation results 
For the EMM-PRI charinel, Fig. 1-(c) compares the conventional BCJR inipiemwitation 

with 2 bits per state, to the table lookup irl~plerricritatio~i, with 2, 2.3 and 2.6 bits per statc. 
The figure of merit is the mem squared error with thc soft output of the floating-point 
BCJR slgorithm. At low SNR, tlie lookup algorithm has significant advantage, for fixed 
quantization per state. 

For tlic four-state PR2 channcl ( h ( D )  = (1 + D ) 2 ) ,  Fig 1-(d) conipares the RER of the 
lookup table and conventional algorithlns. The BER. of the lookrip table quantized to 2 
bits/state i s  rniighly the same as that of the coriveritional algorithm with 6 bits/state. With 
yt quautizcd to 5 bit.s, the txljlc sizc for the forward recursion is x 8 bits. 
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